
 



 

FEBRUARY 2015 

A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT 

Welcome to February’s issue of The Romsey Modeller. 

We are now on volume 7 of the magazine and I’m encouraged to see, looking back over last year’s issues, that 

we are slowly adding more authors to our portfolio, which of course helps provide variety of opinion, know- 

how and expertise.  I mean, let’s face, who wants to read about my car modelling disasters all the time!!  I jest 

of course, but backed up by the regular contributors, the magazine appears to have a healthy future.  

The next few weeks will be a busy one for the club as the committee will attempt to have a meeting prior to 

the club AGM. We aborted a meeting early last week with a multitude of issues meaning we couldn’t all be in 

the same place at the same time.  I’m not convinced though by Richard’s ‘I was at the gym’ excuse! 

Due to the delay with the committee meeting, we are likely to hold off on the AGM until the main March 

meeting. 

Later this week, the club will attend its first show of 2015 at the Fleet Air Arm Museum, more of which, later 

on in this issue.  

If you read my message from last month’s issue (what do you mean you ignore it every month!?), you’ll know I 

was keen to get some modelling done and reduced my kit stash this year. This month you will find my 

concluding article on the Mercedes build, I’ve already started another project and….I‘ve sold some kits. I have 

found some weight lifted already, and I’ve only sold 6! It’s a start though.  

Lastly, if you have any unwanted boxes that your purchased kits have arrived in, I can recycle them for you!  

My stock is low, so any spares you have would be appreciated. 

See you all Wednesday night. 

Paul 

Club President 

 

  

This is the newsletter of Romsey Modellers a group of plastic modellers based in Southern Hampshire. We cater 

for all modelling genres and skill levels from beginners to well seasoned gurus. 

We meet on the 1
st
 and 3

rd
 Wednesdays of the month from 8pm to 10pm in Ampfield, Hampshire, where we 

often run workshops and club competitions but more importantly have a good chat about our hobby. We also 

attend most of the local model shows, where we exhibit our member’s completed projects. 

We have an open door policy so if you want to  sample how we can help you get more out of your hobby or just 

come and have a friendly discussion (tea and biscuits provided) please feel free to turn up – see the last page for 

details or visit our web site 

www.romseymodellers.co.uk 

file:///C:/modelling/Newletter/December%202009/www.romseymodellers.co.uk
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CLUB NEWS  

2015 RNAS YEOVILTON SPRING MODEL SHOW, FEBRUARY 21ST 

The club are due to attend our first show of the year on this forthcoming 

weekend. 

With thanks to Steve, I can confirm that we secured 24ft of table space in our 

customary pitch nestled safely next to the Corsair in the Hall 2. This event is 

always well attended by members and normally provides a fantastic day out. We 

will have a small number (usually 5) of wristbands available to members 

displaying (and a few extras from elsewhere) – as ever we will reimburse those 

that display with the club, but have paid to get in. I just pray we have low winds 

this year! 

We’ll discuss transport arrangement etc., on Wednesday night. 

PHOTO SHOOT NIGHT 

A large thank you to the 6 members who provided 21 new models for the gallery photo shoot that took place 

at last month’s main meeting. 

I managed to take 196 frames in 1 ½ hours and in doing so create 139 useable images for the website.  We’ll 

plan in another photo- shoot later this year. Here are just some of the great images of our club member’s 

models. 
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PHOTO GALLERY 
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USS NIMITZ BUILD  
BY RICHARD STEWART  

HANGER DECK 

Well I finally finished the hanger deck with all the fixtures and fittings I wanted and it was nice to add some of 

the aircraft that I had built in what seems an eternity ago to fill it. I knew while I was building the mini air 

Armada that some were not going to be up to spec and were to be assigned to the hanger and at the time I put 

a tiny ‘H’ on the underside of the planes, and thankfully I did as most of these aircraft failed the ‘top deck’ 

grade by a tiny amount and there was no way I was going to remember what the issue was with any of them.  I 

also ‘sprinkled’ a smattering of crew figures trying my best to ensure with the etch ones not to put them side 

on as they would be a little on the thin side.  

  

View from elevator number 2 Engine change on a corsair! 

  

Stern area is where stores and boats are stored A Busy hanger deck 
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FLIGHT DECK 

The next phase is the main flight deck, which after much deliberation I decided to remove all the catwalks and 

start again as most of them are completely inaccurate. On the up side this made gluing the 3 parts of the flight 

deck together much easier. What won’t be easy is the filling in of those unsightly tie downs! 

 

In the beginning I thought I’d just have to remove the 

Egyptian Stairs! 

  

With all catwalks removed and the flight deck glued 

together now’s time to get the cement mixer out! 

 

To Be Continued! 
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FISELER FI-156C STORCH REVELL HASEGAWA 1/32 SCALE STRAIGHT FROM THE BOX 

BUILD 
BY NICK BURDEN  

Although this kit appears to be a Revell kit, it is in fact a Hasegawa moulding, and the 

Hasegawa name is still moulded on the sprue tab. Revell has this model down as kit 

number 04714, it comes in the 

open ender type box, which 

contains two plastic bags, one of 

which holds the clear parts, the 

other five sprues in grey plastic, 

and two metal struts. The 

moulding quality is very good 

with no flash. The instructions 

are an A4 size booklet, 14 pages 

long with 44 assembly stages,  

the last three of which are colour 

schemes, one Afrka 1942, Russia 1941 (summer (this is the option for this build)), and Russia 1942 (winter). 

The instructions start with the cockpit (stages 1 to 11) and that is where 

I shall start, it was built and painted following the instructions, then 

weathered with my own dirt mix wash, and dry brushed with ground 

pencil. Once dry the cockpit was trapped between the fuselage halves 

and held together with elastic bands until set. Whilst this was drying the 

engine was assembled, painted and weathered, as per the instruction 

(stages 12 to 16), but not installed until the fuselage was set and all the 

fuselage joints sanded smooth. 

Next the cockpit canopy was fitted, this is a large one piece clear part 

that requires careful placement, this I stuck down with liquid cement, and not clear fix, fogging did not occur 

due to the large door opening, allowing for the fumes to escape. 

Whilst the canopy was drying for a couple of days, the 

wings were assembled as per (stages 32 and 35) of the 

instructions. Once all was dry the rudder was removed 

from the fuselage, 

and the elevators 

were removed with 

a modelling saw. 

The wing assembly’s 

and tail was 

attached to the 

fuselage. Also at this stage the engine was installed along with the lower 

cowling cover (stages 18 and 19). 

Now came the dilemma, to install the wing struts and undercarriage or not, at this stage ? Installation now will 

make masking of the colour scheme more difficult later on, but will avoid any messy gluing marks after the 

paint scheme has been applied. Also by fixing them now will make for a stronger joint, which I think will be 

essential given the flimsy nature of the undercarriage of this particular aircraft. Think I’ll give it some thought, 

bearing in mind that two pieces of the undercarriage are metal pieces and not plastic. 

Having given it some due consideration, I have decided to attach the 

struts and undercarriage now. This was a little fiddly, but not difficult, 
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just take a little time to make sure that all is square and true. This must be allowed to set thoroughly, so it was 

left for a couple of days. 

Originally I was going to mask the clear parts with masking tape, but a fellow club member said that Hannant’s 

were selling the Eduard masking set for this kit in their sale, so it was duly ordered. (Eduard part number JX 

016). 

By the time the masking set arrived the build so far has had ample time to dry thoroughly. This is the first time 

that I have used any masking set, so here goes. The set consists 

of two separate sheets, the look and feel of them is very much 

like the Frog tape that I have used for masking before. They 

were accurately cut and very easy to fit, similar again to Frog 

Tape. Once all the masking was done the model was sprayed 

overall Halfords Grey Primer, and left to dry. 

After a couple days drying time, the underside of the aircraft 

was sprayed Tamiya XF-23 Light Blue, and given the usual few 

days to dry out. Now the topside was sprayed Tamiya XF-13 

J.A. Green. 

After a few days drying time the topside camouflage pattern 

was masked off, and Tamiya XF-27 Black Green sprayed over, 

and the camouflage masking was removed whilst the paint was 

still wet. By removing the masking whilst the paint is still wet, 

avoids any paint built up against the masking edge, from pulling 

up with the mask on removal. When all had dried out 

thoroughly the model was given a coat of Satin Varnish overall. 

 

Next up the decals were applied, and sealed in with Satin 

Varnish, and whilst this layer was still wet the final cockpit 

masks were removed. If all masking sets are as good, and 

accurate as these, then I shall use them in future. I usually 

paint tyres Black, but Tamiya has brought out XF-85 Rubber 

Black, so this I used to see what it is like, and I must say it 

looks rather realistic, so shall be used in future. 

Finally the rudder was attached off centre to port, the 

elevators were attached dropped, the slats were attached in 

the extended position, the flaps were positioned in 

the dropped position, and the ailerons were attached 

in the port banking position, what might be called a 

dirty aircraft. All the flying surfaces are positioned 

according to the flying controls in the cockpit. The 

wheels were the last pieces to be fixed on, the 

propeller is left removable for ease of transportation 

to shows etc. 

So here we have it Job Done. 
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2013 MERCEDES SLS GT3 PART 4  
BY PAUL ADAMS 

So, after a 7 month hiatus on a report on this model, I’ve finally completed it! 

In truth, I have been whittling away on it for a while, but didn’t really have enough done to warrant another 

article. So what’s been going on for the last half a year I hear you ask? Good question – given the lack of 

complexity, this should have been complete for last year’s Telford event. I have no excuses other than a 

complete failure on my part to spend quality time at the bench to get it complete. Unemployment has seen fit 

to provide some time to get it done though, thankfully. 

When I last wrote, I’d virtually complete the bodyshell and work had begun on the interior.  To complete the 

shell I added the ‘glass’ part, which comes in one piece and fits without the need for adhesive. Before fitting it, 

I removed the molded-in rear window heating element – a legacy of the kit’s road version roots.  I did this by 

using all of the grit options from the Micromesh range starting with 2400 and finishing with 12000. The lines 

that formed the heating element are all but gone, but there is a shadow left – however it’s an improvement. 

Painting the black areas on the screen provided much excitement as I had to resort to masking off without the 

aid of pre cut masks!! What an outrage! Fujimi should include some in their kits, and sadly the aftermarket 

hasn’t supported this need either.  

With that out of the way I turned to the head and fog lamps. I replaced the molded in versions with 3mm 

lenses from Little Cars and some 2mm ones I found on eBay. 

The interior tub comes with the electrical and data boxes molded-in, which complicates painting and I think 

the prospect of this put me off progressing the model for a while. I reality, I spent around 3 hours painting it, 

masking, painting it some more and adding carbon decaling to the rear parcel shelf, then clearing that, then 
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masking off to paint the boxes. The seat from the kit is close to the actual thing and only needed holes drilling 

for the seat belts to pass through.  I added carbon decal to the back and sides, cleared that and painted the 

fabric section Humbrol flat black. Seats belts in black were provided via Studio 27.  

The chassis was completed by adding the 

exhausts, rear inner fenders, and front 

splitter. I had to leave off the front inner 

fenders as the bodyshell would not fit with 

them on. I also had to deviate from the 

instructions by not fitting the wheels and 

tyres as there was very little clearance 

over the body.  

Completing the chassis meant it could by 

glued in place under the body. With this 

kit, the mounting points were all in place, 

so just some glue on the rear lugs, slotting 

the front on, pressing down at the rear 

and it was done. 2 minutes work. I spent 

hours on the BMW Z4…. 

 

The bodyshell mated with the chassis and awaiting the rear wing and wheels. 

The wheels were airbrushed with Alclad Aluminium over satin black and the tyres mounted. I applied the tyre 

decals which come with the Racing Decals 43 sheet. These were given a day or so to dry and cleared with matt 

varnish from Xtracrylix. I then added some hand painted yellow direction and placement markings for a little 

more detail.  

The wheels were fitted by simply pushing them into place over the stubs, fitting snugly under the arches. Given 

the issues I had on the BMW, this was a delight. The rear wing was added, but not after adding the end plates 

and thinning the mounting brackets a little more for an easier fit.  

 

 The completed interior – not much can be seen once the body is 

on, but it’s all there! 
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Final details included etch bonnet and boot fasteners sprayed black and glued in place by the indication 

arrows. I used the kit windscreen wipers, which frankly are rather poor – the manufacturers etch set could 

benefit from including these.  I added a machined air jack connector on the windscreen cowl, given a little 

enhancement with some Tamiya clear blue.  

The wing (actually mounted on the doors!!) mirrors have 0.5mm pins holding them in place, as just mounting 

them to the body is asking for trouble later. The front winglets went on next, this time after some last minute 

trimming. The roof aerial was scratchbuilt from 0.2mm copper tubing and black rubber tube. 

The Fujimi kit is actually rather good, goes together much easier than the Z4, and in my opinion looks more 

accurate as a completed model. It’s helped by the fact that the kit out of the box is about right for the 

Mercedes and doesn’t need updated parts to make it accurate. That of course also helps to keep the cost 

down too.  

Enjoy the completed photos. 
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1/48 PANZER IV SCHMALTURM – IS IT FINISHED YET? 
BY RUSSELL EDEN 

With the lower hull complete I assembled the top hull and turret. 

The turret is only two parts – resin turret and metal barrel. To give it some clearance on the hull I added a ring 

of plastic to the underside cut using my trusty laser cutter at work. I added a lifting hook either side for extra 

detailing and the turret was done!  

 

Turret completed 

I removed the turret ring guard from the top hull as it interfered with the turret and then the top of the hull 

was attached to the lower section. I added some but not all tools. 

 

 

The hull and turret were primed and painted Humbrol Desert Tan. 

Over this I added a coat of Halfords Gloss, a MIG brown filter and a pin wash of MIG dark wash.  
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Once dry it was onto the decals…. 

 

Decals were supplied by Peddinghaus who have a great range of decals sadly let down by their quality of 

printing. The dot camo decal I was using showed lines in the brown where the printer had printed them – not 

impressed, especially as the quality of decals from everywhere else is outstanding. I was determined to use 

them so it was out with the Microsol and hairdryer. On reflection they are very nice decals let down but the 

printing. After you cut them out they take 10 – 20 seconds in water and move freely. They reacted well with 

Microsol and heating to get them to conform over the lumps and bumps of the tank. In all a good job. I added 

crosses and numbers to the turret and the decaling was done. I gave them a coat of gloss to seal them in and 

redid the filter and pin wash from earlier. Lastly a coat of Humbrol Matt Varnish was applied. 
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Next month – detailing…. 
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(NOT QUITE) RIVET-COUNTING STAR WARS   
BY GRAY SHARPLING  

If you hadn't already guessed, I'm a huge Star Wars fan.  I was just coming up to age 12 when the original Star 

Wars (pre-"A New Hope" monika) was released in 1977.  The rumours had been circulating for months that the 

best thing since sliced bread was about to hit the cinema screens, and for the mid-70's we were not 

disappointed.  I'm not going to cover the impact the movie had on cinema generally, but to my impressionable 

pre-teen mind, it was probably the biggest thing to influence me since Gerry Anderson's Thunderbirds et-al! 

 MPC (OR IS THAT AMT/ERTL?) 

Of course, my friends and I were all 

champing at the bit to get our hands 

on some model kits from the movie.  

Any model kits.  After a year or two 

(remember that it was Star Wars that 

was the very first movie to ever try 

serious marketing of associated toys 

etc), we got our wish and MPC 

begrudgingly released a few kits.  

The obvious X-Wing and Vader's TIE 

were the very first two to hit the 

shelves. 

Oh dear me!  Even as a twelve-year-

old, I could see they were hopelessly 

inaccurate.  Even such basics as the 

most fundamental shape of the 

fuselage on the MPC X-Wing was 

way, way, out!  And the engineering 

and fit was utterly appalling.  But we 

had no other choice.  There were no 

other kits available.  So we bought 

them, and did our best with what we 

had.  Surprisingly, there was no 

standard TIE Fighter, just Vader's 

"Advanced" version, which on a 

purely personal aesthetic note, I 

actually like less than the standard 

TIE, but I digress. 

 

 

The original MPC kit has a strange upward step  

in the fuselage that was hopelessly wrong! 

After another year or so, MPC gave us a few more kits:  A rough approximation of a Star Destroyer, C-3PO, R2-

D2, and the holy-of-holy's, the Millennium Falcon!  To a Star Wars fanatic, this was the Holy Grail of Star Wars 

kits, but the MPC version (still available today with almost no changes!) was even worse than the X-Wing!  It 

certainly answered the question: "who's been eating all the pies?"  It was very obviously far too fat.  To correct 

it, not only would the whole kit have to have been "sectioned", slicing the side-walls lengthwise all around and 

adjusting the internal support pins to slim the thing down, but it would also have meant effectively scratch-

building all the side-wall detail to cater for the slimmer profile.  Not something that 99% of modellers would 

even consider, and especially not your average teenager (including me).  So we just left it as it was, squinted 

our eyes, and pretended everything was alright.  The kit was released just a few months before the second 

movie "The Empire Strikes Back" hit the cinema screens, and that movie saw the "updated" version of the 

Falcon - extra landing legs and all (that's another story for another time). 
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Who’s been eating all the pies?  The original MPC Millennium Falcon was almost  

twice as thick as it should have been.  Just look at the box-top for example… 

As more Star Wars movies were released, the options for more vehicles and kits increased, and MPC, bless 

their utterly incompetent hearts, did their best.  We got more kits, but the accuracy and engineering of the kits 

didn't really improve much.  So when a few years ago I got back into the hobby, I was intrigued to see that the 

options available to anybody interested in Star Wars had increased.  For a start, MPC had gone out of business, 

but Revell had bought most of their old moulds, and even created some of their own.  Some in the "Easy Kit" 

range, and a few others, but most seemed to suffer the old problems.  But there was a new-boy on the block 

too.  Fine Molds! 

FINE MOLDS! 

Personally, I had never heard of them previously, but the kits looked to be much better quality.  And they even 

had a standard TIE Fighter too!  I was still getting back into the hobby, and so learning what was good, and 

what wasn't; what I wanted and didn't, and what was available.  So I took note, but didn't bother much more 

than that.  I read some very good things about the Fine Molds kits though.  Their engineering was rumoured to 

be up there with Tamiya, and Hasegawa for fit and construction.  And at first glance, they certainly looked to 

be far, far more accurate than the old MPC kits - especially the X-Wing and Millennium Falcon.  I believe that 

Fine Molds, having been granted a licence by Lucasfilm to produce model kits of Star Wars subjects, were 
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allowed access to the vaults at the Skywalker Ranch in California and used the actual studio models as their 

source, measuring, photographing, and measuring again. 

 

Having seen several reviews, there 

are those who question the 

accuracy of the Fine Molds kits.  

But all I can say is that these 

people are clearly rivet-counters 

of the highest order.  The Fine 

Molds offerings, whilst perhaps 

not being 100% perfect to a given 

subject are several orders of 

magnitude better than anything 

seen before!  This time the models 

actually looked very much like the 

subjects they were representing to 

my eyes!  Plus, these nit-picking 

guys seem to forget the most 

obvious point, each studio model 

was uniquely different.  There 

were several different sized 

models of the X-Wing and 

Millennium Falcon subjects for 

example, and each was subtly 

different to the other. 

 

Now that’s more like it!  And far better detailing too. 

So that any Star Wars kit manufacturer has his work cut out in deciding which specific studio model to use as 

being the "original" source to work from.  Even within the same basic subject, there were differences in the 

various studio models.  For example, not only were there differences between the different scaled versions of 

the X-Wings, but Red-2 was different to Red-5 and so on.  Each was subtly unique.  So a kit manufacturer may 

give decals for the markings for several X-Wings, but for at least one of those, there are likely to be other small 

differences as well.  No kit manufacturer is going to produce different moulds for those variations.  It’s just not 

economically viable for obvious reasons. 

To me, the Fine Molds kits were (are!) far superior to anything we had seen to date, and for that reason alone, 

they were just wonderful.  My only complaints were that the kits were hard to find, and so were expensive for 

that; and also that Fine Molds hadn't brought out a huge number of subjects.  I am something of an "Original 

Trilogy" purist.  The newer "Prequel Trilogy" do nothing for me, so I was (am!) only really interested if the 

subject comes from Star Wars (aka: A New Hope), The Empire Strikes Back, or Return of the Jedi. 

So from Fine Molds we got an X-Wing and (standard!) TIE Fighter in both 1/72 (tiny!) and 1/48 scales.  We got 

a Millennium Falcon and Slave I in both 1/72 (huge!) and 1/144 scales.  Then we also got a 1/72 scale Y-Wing, 

Vader's TIE, and TIE Interceptor, plus a (still tiny) 1/48 scale Snowspeeder from the original trilogy.  And I think 

that was about it.  The obvious other original trilogy vehicles - A-Wing, B-Wing, TIE Bomber, Imperial Shuttle, 

AT-AT, AT-ST, Luke's Landspeeder, Sandcrawler, Tantive IV, Speeder Bike, etc, etc, never appeared.  Fine Molds 

was a small company, and it had other subject areas it covered - ships, armour, aircraft etc.  So I guess they 

just couldn't keep up with demand. 

And it was this that I strongly suspect was their downfall.  I was extremely disappointed to hear that late last 

year Fine Molds lost their Star Wars licence!  It had gone to Bandai. 
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BANDAI? 

Bandai are a much, much 

bigger company.  So 

whatever happens, we can 

be assured that new kits will 

be forthcoming at a much 

faster rate than good old 

Fine Molds.  But I can't help 

but still feel disappointed.  

To date, Bandai have 

announced a few kits, the 

most obvious ones for any 

Star Wars enthusiast:  an X-

Wing, (Standard) TIE and 

Vader's TIE in 1/72, plus a 

1/48 AT-ST Scout Walker 

and Snowspeeder to come 

along in a month or two.  

Hopefully more will follow 

in short order.  Oh yes, and 

several figures, but that's 

not a modelling subject-area 

I am into, so with only a very 

small apology, I'm going to 

quietly and deliberately 

ignore the figures for this 

article.  Sorry. 

But the biggest question 

everybody is asking is: "How 

accurate are the new kits?"  

As I write, only the Bandai 

1/72 scale X-Wing has hit 

the streets, and it's getting 

mixed reviews.  In some 

areas, they say it is almost 

as good as the Fine Molds 

equivalent.  One 

commentator has said that 

the Fine Molds kits had the 

detail-dial set at 11, but that 

Bandai was at best an 8 or 9.  

Bandai of course, are 

famous for their gundam 

kits all being snap-together. 

 

 

 

No glue required.  And their Star Wars kits follow the same philosophy.  Moulded in colour too, so no painting 

is required unless you want to.  So perfect for the "toy" collector and the pre-teen market.  The X-Wing 

certainly has some "toy-like" features in the box - coloured clear effect parts for photon torpedoes, sections of 

Death Star trench for the stand, including a Thermal Exhaust Port to show your photo torpedoes dropping 
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into...  So in this respect I guess Bandai are hoping to try and cater to everybody - both those looking for a toy 

to play with, and the serious modeller?  Either way, I am sure Lucasfilm (or Disney, now-a-days) will be seeing 

the dollar signs rack up to their glee. 

But what about the serious Star Wars rivet-counter?  How will the models stack-up on the old-bugbear of all 

Star Wars models: accuracy?  I cannot comment too loudly myself, as I have not yet laid hands on any of the 

new Bandai models, and I'm no mega-rivet-counter either.  However, I have started trying to add as many of 

the old Fine Molds kits into my stash as my finances will allow before they all become uber-silly-money on 

eBay.  Maybe I'll get a Bandai X-Wing or TIE to compare to their Fine Molds equivalents?  The new Bandai kits 

are certainly much cheaper, so it wouldn't break the bank.  From the few comparative reviews I have seen to 

date, it seems like the reviewer mentioned above is about right.  Using purely online pictures as source 

material, it does look to me like the old Fine Molds kits still have the edge over the new Bandai versions?  

Panel lines seem finer, surface detail is crisper and finer, fit is to tighter tolerances? 

However, Bandai also have a reputation for frequently upgrading kits, replacing old moulds with new, as well 

as producing new kits and new variants on a regular basis.  So maybe the future is rosy after all?  Only time will 

tell.  At the model show in Japan where Bandai announced their first Star Wars kits, they showed a huge AT-AT 

as a display-piece.  If that’s actually going to be a released kit at some point, and especially if it’s in 1/48 scale 

AT-AT to go with the little 1/48 Snowspeeder and AT-ST, then I for one would be very excited.  That's a 

diorama somebody has got to do - an 18 inch high AT-AT that's actually accurate?  Wow!  I gotta get me one of 

those! 
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CLUB DIARY 2015 

2015 

February 5
th

 

February 18
th

 

Club Night Extra 

Club Night 

February 21
st

  

 

Yeovilton Spring Show (TBC) 

March 4
th

 

March 18
th

 

Club Night Extra  

Club Night 

  

April 1
st

   

April 15
th

 

Club Night Extra  

Club Night St George Competition  

April 18
th

 

 

Poole Vikings Show  

May 6
th

 

May 20
th

  

Club Night Extra  

Club Night:  

May 30
th

  IPMS Salisbury Show (TBC) 

June 3
rd

  

June 17
th

 

Club Night Extra  

Club Night 

  

July 1
st

  

July 15
th

 

Club Night Extra  

Club Night: Tamiya Competition 

  

August 5
th

 

August 19
th

  

Club Night Extra  

Club Night 

  

September 2
nd

  

September 16
th

 

Club Night Extra  

Club Night - BoB Competition 

September 13
th

  

September 19
th

 

Build a Model in a Day 

IPMS Farnborough Show 

October 7
th

  

October 21
st

   

Club Night Extra  

Club Night 

October 11
th

 

October 24
th

 

Bovington Show (TBC) 

Yeovilton Autumn Show (TBC) 

November 4
th

 

November 18
th

 

Club Night Extra  

Annual Competition 

November 7
th

 / 8
th

 

November 19
th

  

Scale ModelWorld 2015 

Middle Wallop Show (TBC) 

December 2
nd

  

December 16
th

  

Club Night Extra  

Xmas Night 

  

Next Meeting: Wednesday February 18
th

       (8pm to 10pm) 
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FINDING US 

Ampfield Village Hall 

Morleys Lane 

Romsey 

Hampshire 

SO51 9BJ 

 

  

CONTACT INFO 

Web Site wwww.romseymodellers.co.uk  email info@romseymodellers.co.uk 

Club President   Paul Adams 

Club Secretary   Tony Adams Tel: 01794 519153 

Magazine Editor  Tony Adams Tel: 07736555664  email: tony@romseymodellers.co.uk 

Treasurer  Steve Edwards  

Competition Secretary   Sean Summers  

 

Thank you to this month’s contributors to this publication 

Tony Adams 

Paul Adams 

Nick Burden 

Russell Eden 

Richard Stewart 

Gray Sharpling

Articles and news are always welcome for inclusion in this magazine. Note all views and information thus 

expressed are solely those of the author(s) and do not necessarily represent the views of the editor or the club 

as a whole.  

Copyright: Romsey Modellers 2015 
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